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We draw insight into the neutron star structure and characteristics from the
neutron structure. The eigenvectors of the special unitary group, SU(3),
describing baryons, imply that neutron quarks reside on three faces of a
tetrahedron. The tetrahedral structure accounts for the neutron magnetic
moment and mass. Thus, we reason that neutrons precipitate with aligned
magnetic moments into the triakis truncated tetrahedron tessellation under
immense gravitational pressure. As the particle’s tetrahedral symmetry does
not match the crystal’s rhombic symmetry, the total magnetic moment
invariably misaligns with the star’s spinning axis. We infer further from the
neutron structure that with increasing gravitational pressure, two neutrons
condense into the same tetrahedron. Due to doubling density, the contracting
star spins up abruptly but then settles down slowly as the gradients in density
smoothen. As down quarks are positioned for pairwise fusions into anti-up quarks
in the dineutron, we reason that tetraquark indeed forms as gravitational pressure
increases further. The star balances the accompanying loss of mass by spinning
down suddenly but recovers as the gradients in density smoothen again.
Ultimately, when gravitational pressure increases even more, the anti-up
quarks will annihilate with up quarks. As the core becomes ever more
structured, such high-energy events fade out, and eventually, only magnetic
field-collimated radio-frequency dissipation drives the spin down. The nuclear
moments manifest fully in a magnetar, free from floating, hence counteraligning
baryonic matter. In conclusion, the neutron structure makes sense of the neutron
star density, magnetism, beams at an angle to the spinning axis, and pulsing
transients, and paves the way for making sense of reactions in a black hole.
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1 Introduction

The idea of deriving macroscopic characteristics from microscopic properties is
ingrained in physics. In this vein, the discovery of the neutron laid the foundation for
the whole discipline of neutron star astrophysics [1,2]. Ideally, the neutron structure explains
neutron star properties and phenomena, most notably steady spinning, oblique bipolar
beaming, massive magnetism, and transients. But in practice, reductionist reasoning
ultimately fails by facing features that cannot be reduced to the presumed parts.

Undoubtedly, the neutron star is more than neutrons. Nonetheless, we are motivated by
the bottom-up approach because once the role of the principal component, the neutron, is
played out fully, other elements profile more sharply. However, rather than attempting to
exhaust the reductionist line of thought, the study exemplifies how the key characteristics of
compact stars can be comprehended from the characteristic constituent. Ultimately, the
results elude what happens to neutrons in black holes [3].
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We start off with the neutron structure to determine how
neutrons pack into an orderly array under extreme gravity, which
is similar to how the atom size and shape specify crystal packing.
Then, we reason from the neutron structure how increasing
gravitational pressure causes changes in the neutron lattice that,
in turn, alter inertia, affecting the spinning rate. Specifically, sudden
spin-up glitches, more common among young than old pulsars,
indicate avalanche gains in density as the neutrons pack even tighter.
On the other hand, spin-down glitches disclose reorganization in
response to reactions decreasing density.

This view of the compact star as a giant nucleus, n ~ 1057, of a
radius, r ~ 10 km, evolving through restructuring transients
toward a solid stationary state, was presented a long ago [4].
However, it was soon superseded by the superfluid model, but
perhaps prematurely. After all, the neutron star superfluid
model was not derived from the first principles. Instead, it
was adopted from the theory of superfluidity, offering
phenomena, most notably vortices, to account for the neutron
star cooling and glitches [5–7]. Our critical stance toward
superfluid stellar core does not discredit that spin-1/2
particles 3He and 1n obey the same quantum statistics of the
Pauli exclusion principle, but still, neutrons precipitating into a
lattice under high pressure is not out of the question, as helium-3
crystallization demonstrates.

Although quantum fluctuations do favor fluid, motions do damp
down in a dense gravitational field where mass is effectively higher.
Likewise, although the Pauli exclusion principle does put spin-1/2
particles antiparallel in a gas, in a dense lattice, the net
electromagnetic field can no longer be reconstructed from
neutron fields but from those of quarks because the quarks of
one neutron are as close to each other as they are to the quarks
of a neighboring neutron. Indeed, the delicate balance between
repulsion and attraction is a subject of speculation, for example,
when cooking up nuclear pasta [8–11]. Moreover, the dense lattice,
comprising essentially quarks rather than distinct neutrons, may
hold heat better than thought [12–14]. Furthermore, the supernova
remnant, cooling rapidly by transforming protons and electrons
through the Urca process into precipitating neutrons and escaping
neutrinos [15], does not exclude neutrons from ending up in an
orderly array deep down in the core. Thus, we fail to recognize any
absolute fact that would prevent a massive star from collapsing and
condensing into a neutron lattice rather than invariably ending up in
a superfluid state.

Accordingly, by reductionist logic, we reason that neutron star
massive magnetism amasses from an array of neutron magnetic
moments, similar to the magnetism of solids emerging from the
exchange interaction between neighboring electron spins [16,17].
In this view, a magnetar presents the purest case of a bare core,
which is free from counteracting moments floating on the stellar
surface. Then, the back-of-an-enveloped calculation, B �
μo(r3/r3n)μn/r3 ≈ μoμnno ≈ 1010 T, shows that the neutron
magnetic moments, μn, at the nuclear matter saturation density,
no ≈ r−3n , about 0.15 fm−3 [18], could account for the magnetic
fields surrounding neutron stars in space characterized by the
vacuum permeability, μo.

As the strong force can stand up against the enormous magnetic
field that μn presents on the neutron itself, we extrapolate that only
its defeat by gravity leads to the neutron star core collapse and

concomitant magnetic field decline. Thus, we take the neutron
breakdown as the characteristic of an active black hole [3].

We find it noteworthy that the neutron lattice naturally explains
the persistent misalignment between the field axis and the spinning
axis. It follows from the symmetry mismatch between the neutron
structure and the neutron lattice structure. So, we find no need for
the ad hoc idea that there is a crust of perfectly conducting plasma
for freezing the flux. Moreover, when maintaining those charged
particles in the inner crust embody neutron star magnetism [19,20],
it is not obvious to us how electrons would escape the capture
already at the surface where protons transform into neutrons in
thermonuclear reactions. Expressly, despite absorption edges and
cyclotron resonant scattering in X-ray spectra do imply a stellar
surface heavier than hydrogen and helium, thermonuclear bursts
through the proton–proton chain, in turn, suggest us that charged
particles may not last forever on the surfaces of accretion-powered
pulsars, let alone in the depths, and certainly not for stars without a
companion [21].

Furthermore, it is not crystal clear how the superfluid maintains
super-steady spinning and magnetic field-line misalignment over
eons. For example, vortices ought to damp down periodic and
correlated variations in the pulse shape and the slow-down rate
of precessing pulsars [22–24]. It is problematic to reconcile vortex
pinning with precession [25]. All in all, we wonder how things add
up when vortices are employed for magnetic flux freezing as well as
for pinning and unpinning angular momentum transfer between
crust and core to account for spin-up and spin-down glitches. Also,
the magnetic field strength disparity between magnetars and pulsars
presents its own challenge for scenarios amplifying the magnetic
field during the post-explosion stellar collapse.

Of course, our questioning as such is not refuting anything. In
fact, multi-parameter models are hard to rule out even with multi-
messenger astronomy [26]. Still, their explanatory power can be
contested and contrasted by accounting as much as possible with as
little as possible.

In this sense of reductionist reasoning, we remark that the state
of a neutron star rests on the strength of the neutron’s valence quark
structure, just as a crystalline state counts on the strength of the
atomic valence structure. Explicitly, when gravity outstrips strong
force at the critical pressure, pc = ρcc

2, corresponding to the critical
mass density, ρc, neutrons, in numbers n, making mass, M = ρV,
dissolve into light quanta, by mass–energy equivalence. Beyond this
breakdown point, T ~ 1013 K, by the state equation, E =Mc2 = pcV =
nkBT, the star is no longer a neutron star but has become an active
black hole.

The reductionist reasoning from the well-defined neutron
structure onward reproduces the early ideas of the neutron star
with a crystalline core and fluid surface. Conversely, the
contemporary modeling of the neutron without a well-defined
form projects the prevailing images of the neutron star with a
superfluid core and solid crust. However, the disparity is more
profound than pitting one model against another. Namely, rather
than modeling outcomes of high-energy physics experiments with
exotic matter, the neutron structure is anchored in the age-old
atomism [27]. It posits that all phenomena, irrespective of their
complexity, can ultimately be comprehended as the rearrangements
of the fundamental universal constituents. Today, this many-body
theory is recognized as statistical physics that underlies
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thermodynamics [28]. Building upon this atomistic axiom, we first
develop the neutron structure, then deduce forms of dense packing,
and then relate the lattice structures and their changes to the
characteristics of neutron stars.

2 Core particles

Toward the end of the 18th century, the existence of atoms was
inferred from observing that compounds react in fixed proportions.
Similarly, during the 20th century, the presence of quarks became
apparent from noticing that particles react in distinct ratios,
generally conserving electric charge, lepton number, and baryon
number [29,30].

However, quarks, electrons, or other seemingly point-like
particles cannot be truly elementary because matter and
antimatter annihilate into photons. As a matter of fact, the name
for the light quantum, “photon,” was derived from the Greek word
“ph�os” (ϕ�ως) for light, with the suffix “on,” to denote that it is the
fundamental constituent [31]. Although not recapitulated that often,
the tenet has not been refuted either.

As the basic building block, the photon, propagating at the speed
of light, is inherently a relativistic notion. Thus, it is not surprising
that the tenet makes sense of astronomical observations and
measurements of microscopic constituents, by and large, in
agreement with general relativity and quantum mechanics
[32–36]. Whereas two photons seem far too few to constitute, for
example, an electron and a positron, many more do emerge from
these particles of opposite chirality but as pairs where the photons
are paired up with opposite phases, hence transparent [3,37,38].
Similarly, detecting all photons from baryon breakdown may be
hard, but inferring baryon composition is certainly possible as
follows.

Reactions, such as electron capture, balancing the fractional
charges of quarks, and electron–positron annihilation yielding at
times also quarks, weak bosons, and mesons, imply that elementary
particles share common ingredients. Moreover, the electron’s
physical properties, most notably charge and magnetic moment,
suggest the internal structure, in conflict with the common belief
that an electron would be a point-like particle based on experimental
evidence. However, the measurements at accessible energies could
only have revealed constituents if they were weakly bound, not if
they were strongly bound [39].

Thus, Ampère [40], Parson [41], and Compton [42,43] may not be
all outdated with the idea that the electron is a closed helical coil to
explain its charge and magnetic moment. Also, geometric analyses of
solutions to the Dirac equation suggests that motion, known as
Zitterbewegung, arises from quanta in circulation along a helical
coil in line with the SU(2) symmetry [44–46]. But first, the fine
structure constant, α = e2Zo/4πZ ≈ 1/137.036, details the electron
structure by relating the electron action, e2Zo/4π, to the neutrino action,
Z = h/2π [3,37,47]. Geometrically speaking, the neutrino action is the
photon, h, in the form of an elementary loop, Z. In turn, the electron
action is a string of photons forming a helical torus with n loops.

This understanding of particles as geodesics composed of light
quanta aligns with theory [48] and measurements [49]. The
particle’s chirality, representing its charge, gives rise to the
electric field. In turn, the particle’s helicity induces vortices, that

is, the magnetic field around the particle [46,50]. Last, the particle’s
geodesic curvature causes surrounding space to curve, that is, the
gravitational field around the particle, which is curved space-time in
terms of general relativity.

First, we work out the Ampère electron in terms of photons. The

length of a torus, 2πrn
�����������
1+[(R/r)/n]2

√
, defined by a major, R, and

minor, r, radius, suggests us by comparison to 1/α≈137����������
1+(π/137)2

√
≈ 137.036 that the electron torus comprises

138 quanta in 137 loops [3,37,47]. There is one quantum over the
number of loops because each loop with the helical pitch is slightly
longer than the planar loop quantum, Z. In other words, the helical
torus is slightly longer than an equivalent array of stacked loop quanta.
The pitch results in excess, ae ≈ α/2π, deemed anomalous, to the
electronmagnetic moment. The positron, the electron’s antiparticle, is
a torus, too, but of opposite chirality.

Second, we identify the fractional charge of the down quark to
the 1/3-arc of the electron and the fractional charge of the up quark
to the 2/3-arc of the positron.

Third, we reason from the SU(3) symmetry that when on three
faces of a tetrahedron, three quarks, as toroidal arcs, can only link
through gluons, that is, short wavelength photons, into a closed
structure. Then, the helical coil continues seamlessly from one quark
to the other.

These Ampèrian coils of photons agree well with measurements
of charges, magnetic moments, and masses, most notably, of
particles comprising the first-generation constituents [3,37,47,51].

FIGURE 1
Neutron (udd) model as a string of quanta. The up quark (red
torus arc) comprising 92 quanta is a 2/3 arc of the full torus, the
positron, comprising 138 quanta. Accordingly, each of the two down
quarks (blue torus arcs) comprising 46 quanta is a 1/3 arc of the
full torus of opposite handedness, the electron. The quarks cannot but
coordinate on the faces of a tetrahedron when gluons connect them
into a closed circulation. Gluons are short-wavelength photons
crossing from the end of one quark to the beginning of another. The
neutron is a signed geodesic, that is, a least-action pathwith a sense of
circulation. The total magnetic moment sums up from the up-quark
component of circulation (red arrow) and the two down-quark
components of circulation (blue arrows) (Illustration by Mathematica).
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Moreover, in place of color charge, the sense circulation
distinguishes one quark from the other and hence also one gluon
from the other. By the same reasoning, rather than requiring a net
neutral color, the circulation by closing onto itself renders the
particle stable.

2.1 Neutron

The neutron structure can be visualized as a string of photons
comprising three helical quarks that gluons as short wavelets
connect from one tetrahedron face to another (Figure 1). This
geometry determines the neutron properties.

The neutron charge totals zero with an equal number of right-
handed windings, 92, of the up quark and left-handed windings, 46 +
46 = 92, of two down quarks.

Similar to the magnetic moment produced by an electric current
flowing along a loop of wire, the neutron magnetic moment, μn =
1/2∫r × ρvdV, integrates the density, ρ, moving with velocity, v,
along the closed path, γ, of 187 = 92 + 1 + 46 + 1 + 46 + 1 photons.
In the tetrahedral framework, the resultant moment points from
the up quark face to the edge between the down quarks.

In line with general relativity, mass measures the curvature. It
is proportional to the Euler characteristic, 2πχ = ∫kgdγ, where the
geodesic curvature, kg = n · (γ′ × γ″)/|γ′|3, is the projection of the
path, γ, onto the vacuum, that is, the universal surroundings
defined by the normal, n, [52,53]. In simpler terms, mn can be
computed from the projections of the 184 loop quanta comprising
the quarks because the gluons, as straight as the photons in the
surrounding vacuum, do not contribute. In that aggregate, the
central half of the up quark, from quantum 24 to quantum 68,
contributes the most, whereas the side segments contribute very

little, only 1/3 electron mass, because the first 1–23 and last 69–92
quanta are pairwise almost antiparallel, that is, apart from the
helical pitch [54]. For the same reason, the neutron (udd) and
proton (uud) masses are very similar despite their differing quark
content.

2.2 Dineutron

The baryon tetrahedron unit cell can accommodate two
neutrons in the form of dineutron [55,56], with 2-fold rotational
symmetry, C2 (Figure 2). Thus, the dineutron mass density and
magnetic density are double those of the neutron. The dineutron
magnetic moment points along the edge-to-edge tetrahedron
diagonal.

2.3 Tetraquark

The dineutron (udd udd) structure suggests that the two down
quarks on the same face fuse pairwise, 2dd → 2ū + 2 g, into two
anti-up quarks, (ū), so that the two gluons (g) excise out, rendering
the reaction irreversible (Figure 3). For this to happen, gravity must
be already closing in on strong force.

To a first approximation, the mass of the tetraquark,mq, is 2/3 of
the dineutron mass, 2mn. The geodesic curvature decreases from the
dineutron because in the tetraquark, only half of each anti-up quark,
just as half of each up quark, contributes to the overall mass, namely,
the first 1–23 and last 69–92 loops have minimal impact, only 1/3 of
the electron mass, because the loop normals are pairwise
antiparallel, apart from the slight tilt due to the helical rise.

FIGURE 2
Dineutron (udd udd) model as two strings of quanta in the doubly
dense C2 configuration. The total magnetic moment along the
tetrahedral diagonal sums up from the two up-quark (red torus arcs)
components (red arrows) and the four down-quark (blue torus
arcs) components (blue arrows) (Illustration by Mathematica).

FIGURE 3
Tetraquark (uūuū) model as a string of quanta. Under high
pressure, the consecutive down quarks have fused pairwise into anti-
up quark, ū (fused blue torus arcs), excising out two gluons (blue
wavelets). The two up quarks (red torus arcs) remain intact
(Illustration by Mathematica).
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Like the dineutron magnetic moment, the tetraquark moment is
along the tetrahedron’s edge-to-edge diagonal.

3 Core structures

Neutrons (udd), dineutrons (udd udd), and tetraquarks (uu�uu�)
occupying the same volume but having different masses suggest that
these particles, layered by density, form a lattice in the neutron star
core. Accordingly, increasing gravitational pressure drives
transformations from one neutronic particle into another,
causing density changes displayed as transients in the pulsar period.

3.1 Neutron lattice

We take nuclear matter saturation density ρo = mnno ≈ 2.5 ·
1017 kg/m3 as the reference because at ρn = ρo, neutrons are definitely
stable. The baryon tetrahedral symmetry with vertices free from arcs
of quarks suggests that neutrons pack into the space-filling triakis
truncated tetrahedron honeycomb (Figure 4). The minimal lattice
block comprises the truncated tetrahedron, that is, the neutron, and
a small tetrahedron, that is, space. Two blocks face-to-face make the
unit cell.

Unlike common atomic and molecular crystals, where particle
fluctuations are small compared to the distances between them,
fluctuations in the neutron lattice are not negligible because the
neutron mass is small. Nevertheless, the crystal is stable because the
apparent mass is higher in a dense gravitation field, damping down
fluctuations.

Moreover, in the bitruncated alternated cubic honeycomb, the
electromagnetic field cannot be partitioned among individual

neutrons because the quarks of one neutron are as close to each
other as they are to the quarks of another adjacent neutron.
Therefore, unlike in an ideal Fermi gas of non-interacting
fermions, the Pauli exclusion principle does not necessarily
apply and align the neutrons antiparallel in the neutron
lattice. In any case, the net nuclear moment must be
considered because a symmetrical spin configuration is
favored over an arbitrary one [16,57,58]. In fact, parallel
moments may produce the least vorticity inside the lattice
while expelling a huge moment outside.

Importantly, no configuration is without a net magnetic
moment because the particle’s tetrahedral symmetry does not
align with the crystal’s rhombic symmetry. Consequently, the
total magnetic moment misaligns with the neutron star spinning
axis, presumably parallel to a normal lattice.

3.2 Dineutron lattice

As gravitational pressure, p = ρc2, approaches ρd = 2ρn, where the
dineutron forms, the neutron lattice becomes unstable. The
instability manifests as increased irregularities in the spinning,
that is, timing noise [59]. Indeed, toggling between neutron and
dineutron packing could account for quick switching between
discrete states, usually two [60]: the faster on-state corresponding
to denser dineutron domains of larger magnetic moment (Figure 5)
and the slower off-state corresponding to sparser neutron domains
of smaller moment.

Similarly, the correlation between the timing noise and pulse
shape as well as between nulling and mode-switching [61] signals
that the magnetic field stems from the core rather than from the
crust of postulated plasma. Switching between voluminous neutron
and dineutron domains would cause major but recurrent

FIGURE 4
Exploded view of triakis truncated tetrahedron honeycomb. Each
truncated tetrahedron houses a neutron so that red faces mark up
quarks and blue ones down quarks. Regions in white indicate space. In
addition to this orderly array, other configurations are also
conceivable (Illustration by Mathematica).

FIGURE 5
Exploded view of triakis truncated tetrahedron honeycomb. Each
truncated tetrahedron houses two neutrons. Red faces mark up
quarks and blue ones down quarks. Regions in white indicate space
(Illustration by Mathematica).
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reorientation of the magnetic moment, explaining intermittent
pulsars [62].

As the doubling of density catalyzes the dineutron formation,
the chain reaction overshoots the point of balance by
transforming neutrons for dineutrons faster than the sparser
surroundings replenishing them, and as the core contracts, the
star spins up suddenly to balance the plummeting matter. It is in
the nature of a chain reaction to trigger sharply and shoot above
the threshold that may account for minimum glitch size [63].
The immediate disorder displays itself as diminished intensity or
even missing pulses. Because motion changes its driving forces,
the avalanche is intrinsically non-deterministic, yet the motion
follows a power–law pattern [64,65]. Therefore, although
glitches occur unpredictably, waiting times follow power law
[66–68].

The star settles to spin steadily through subsequent sorting and
shuffling of neutrons and dineutrons. This relaxation
reestablishing a stationary density gradient proceeds along a
power law, in line with attaining balance in the least time
[64,65]. Although the size and waiting time distributions of
glitches across a range of pulsars are scale-invariant [69], as
expected for avalanche processes [70], we emphasize that power
laws characterize natural processes universally, not just glitches
but, for example, spectra of isolated neutron stars [71]. Hence, we
acknowledge that scale-invariance as such does not speak for
quakes in a quantum solid over quavers in a superfluid.
Eventually, the core crystal is distinguished from the stellar
fluid by other arguments [72].

As the neutron star core evolves under immense gravity into a
denser and more orderly lattice, spin-up glitches become less
frequent and smaller. Consistently, the degree of recovery
depends inversely on the characteristic age [59,67]. Glitch after
glitch, the magnetic moment grows as the crystallinity grows,
boosting magnetic braking. In fact, the spin-down rate increases
with glitching in a scale-free manner [73,74]. Eventually, the initial
mass is big enough to yield a star entirely free from floating particles.
Then nothing shields the magnetism from playing out fully,
manifesting as magnetars [75]. Conversely, the magnetic field
weakens significantly, for example, due to diamagnetic screening,
only when the neutron star acquires material from a companion
[76,77]. Also, a bumpy spin-down would point to a solid oblate body
in rotation rather than a fluid core [78].

3.3 Tetraquark lattice

Ultimately, gravity rivals strong force. As the energy difference
between gluons linking quarks and gluons connecting to the quanta
of the surrounding gravitational field narrows, dineutron
transformations begin through the pairwise fusion of down
quarks into uūuū tetraquarks (Figure 3). To first approximation,
the lattice structure remains the same (Figure 5), but density
decreases due to tetraquark mass, mq ≈ 2/3 2mn. Thus, the star
spins down suddenly. However, inferences about decreasing density
may not be quite that straightforward because the high-energy
conditions might favor, to some extent, the second-generation
massive c and c�quarks over the first-generation u and ū.

As the fusion of down quarks is irreversible, as much as the
gluons are lost in space, the core is in for rearranging to regain a
steady density gradient. The star spins up slowly as tetraquarks settle
between the dineutron and neutron domains.

Such an emissive glitch scenario accompanied by major
structural changes complies with magnetar radiative changes,
short and bright X-ray bursts [75], as well as with pulsars
bursting X-rays while shutting off radio emission [79,80]. Core
reactions could also make sense of anomalous X-ray pulsars, whose
characteristics are not easily explained by accretion from a
companion or injection of rotational energy in the pulsar wind/
magnetosphere [81].

Subsequent shuffling of tetraquarks, dineutrons, and neutrons in
the least time displays a power–law course toward steady spinning
[82,83], however, never quite attaining the pre-glitch period.
Recovery is incomplete because matter is lost. The star spins
down one fusion after another until it becomes a solid, orderly
block. When matter has become inert, the field is the sole source of
dissipation by magnetic braking.

Although the glitch activity correlates with the change in the
spin-down rate for all pulsars, the distribution of glitch activity
is bimodal, suggesting that there are two distinct but concurrent
mechanisms [74], possibly the neutron–dineutron and
dineutron–tetraquark transformations, or eventually
breakdown of particles with voluminous consequences.
Indeed, the avalanche collapse of neutron lattice into
dineutron lattice could surpass the balance point, yielding
tetraquark domains, if not flattening particles all the way
down to quark matter. Consistently with scale-free thinking
[65], the least-structured youngest pulsars, loaded with free
energy, are predisposed to take the largest leaps toward
stationary states. Conversely, the least-dissipative pulsars,
scant with free energy, spin down slowly.

3.4 Breakdown

Eventually, gravity outrivals strong force. When gluons cut
loose, the neutronic particles open up and lattice collapses. This
scenario resembles nucleons merging and undergoing a transition to
quark matter [84–86]. When ending up face-to-face, quarks (u) and
anti-quarks (ū) annihilate, just as electrons and positrons annihilate.
As the stellar core flattens, gravity gives in most along the spinning
axis [3,87,88]. As the magnetic moment is also largely lost, the star
jets high-energy photons and particles and antiparticles from its
poles—the black hole is active.

The critical pressure of breakdown, corresponding to the critical
density, can be worked from the ratio of the electrostatic and
gravitational potential,

α

αG
� e2

4πεor
/Gm2

e

r
� e2

4πεoGm2
e

, (1)

given in terms of the electron mass, me, charge, e, and vacuum
permittivity, εo. Inserting the fine structure constant, α ≈ 1/137.036,
gives the strong force to gravity ratio, 1/αG ≈ 5.71 · 1044. Thus, the
critical mass density, ρc, corresponding to the breakdown, is 1/αG
times higher than the average mass density of the universe,
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ρM = 1/4πGt2 ≈ 0.6 · 10–26 kg/m3 [89], that derives from the
mass–energy equivalence,Mc2 = GM2/R, between all mass,M, and its
gravitational potential [90,91], for the universe of radius, R = ct, and
age of t ≈ 13.8 billion years. Thus, matter breaks when the pressure of
gravity corresponds to ρc = ρM/αG ≈ 3.3 · 1018 kg/m3.

As the ratio of strong force to gravity yields an order of
magnitude ρc larger than the Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkov
limit or the nuclear saturation density, ρo [92], there should
be stars in the range from ρd ≈ 5.0 · 1017 kg/m3 to ρc ≈ 3.3 ·
1018 kg/m3 that are massive, M, enough to be black, c2 <
4πGρr2 = GM/r, but sparse, ρ, enough not to collapse [93,94].
From this perspective, dormant stellar black holes are, in fact,
compact stars with inner shells of neutron, tetraquark, and
dineutron lattices.

This overarching conclusion might appear confounding, but
in the end, both neutron stars and stellar black holes are
explosion remnants of massive stars. Apart from the speed
limit of light, the division between them is theoretical—an
incommensurate split between physical substance and
mathematical singularity.

Consistent with the idea that black holes are stars among stars,
gamma rays burst from mergers of stellar black holes and neutron
stars [95–97] only when a critical density threshold is surpassed. Fast
radio bursts from the black hole and neutron star collisions [98]
suggest the same.

4 Discussion

Since the turn of the millennium, ground-based and space-
based observatories have yielded a more coherent and
comprehensive view of neutron stars in the broader cosmic
context. The strength of matter under extreme gravity is now
known better after capturing gravitational waves from mergers
concurrent with gamma ray bursts as well as through studies of
magnetars, including soft gamma ray repeaters and anomalous
X-ray pulsars, neutron stars in X-ray binaries, and millisecond
pulsars [99,100]. Glitch activity correlating with the changes in
the spin-down rate, glitching correlating with timing noise, and
glitch size correlating with recurrence time, all in a power–law
manner [63,101], and all correlating with the pulsar age, suggest a
universal principle—evolution toward a state of balance in the
least time. Moreover, glitches preceding or accompanying X-ray
and gamma ray bursts or flares suggest changes in the elemental
matter rather than in the neutron superfluid vorticity. Also,
glitches correlating with changes in the beam profile,
eventually due to wobbling or even nulling, point to
magnetism originating from a structured core rather than a
superconducting crust.

Whereas observations are converging to the neutron star with a
crystalline core, theoretical models are dispersing. The superfluid
model with vortex pinning and unpinning is extended with
parameters for vortex density, motion, and stress buildup to
account for the glitch data [102–104]. Global oscillation modes
within the star’s crust are introduced to deal with observed X-rays
and gamma rays. Moreover, magnetospheric models are developed
to explain particle acceleration and coherent radio beams. Also,
scenarios for nuclear matter transforming into quark matter are

elaborated, for example, including hyperons [105], deconfined
quark matter with color superconductivity that just might be
tested against masses and radii as well as cooling of neutron stars
[86,106,107].

Clearly, neutron star astrophysics has advanced far from the
early stages of theorizing neutron stars as gigantic atoms or
crystals of neutrons. Whereas such bodies were seen as too
homogeneous in their properties to account for the richness of
episodes in spinning and emission, the superfluid core and
superconducting crust have ever since supplied a wealth of
ingredients to make up various phenomena [103,108,109]. In
turn, exotic particles produced at accelerators have offered ideas,
albeit controversial, about matter under extreme gravity
[14,110,111]. Still, when data are scant as they are from
neutron stars, effective theories, however fitting models they
might be, are too malleable to falsify. Therefore, we took a
different approach, to explain as much as possible with as
little as possible by deducing the neutron star properties and
phenomena from the neutron. Accordingly, our Achilles’ heel,
vulnerable to the arrow of falsification, is the premise that
everything comprises photons [31,38].

As explained, the neutron star density and magnetism can be
understood to result from neutrons condensing with orderly
moments into a lattice aligned with the spinning axis but
invariably with a misaligned magnetic field. Likewise, spin-down
evolution, interrupted by glitches, magnetic field reconfiguration,
and outbursts of X-rays and gamma rays, can be understood to
manifest further condensing through abrupt chain reactions into
dineutron and tetraquark lattices. In essence, the greater the initial
mass, the denser the neutron lattice and the stronger the magnetic
field.

This comprehension emerging from the neutron structure is
sparse with ingredients compared with the superfluid model.
Admittedly, the stellar fluid with vortices could account for
glitches by pinning and unpinning to the highly conductive crust
that, in turn, could account for the magnetic field and its
misalignment with the spinning axis by flux freezing. But already
at the onset, the low-temperature superfluidity and
superconductivity seem rather remote to ascribe to the bodies
among the hottest in the universe. Moreover, it is not obvious
how superfluid core and superconductive crust display themselves in
the spectrum from millisecond pulsars to massive magnetars [112].
A superfluid star would also remain detached from the sequence of
stars, whereas the neutron, proton, electron, and neutrino structures
explain how nuclear reactions in the main sequence produce
neutrons, how neutrons eventually collapse under even stronger
pressure, and how quarks annihilate in black holes [3]. In this
manner, the comprehensive theory explains not just the neutron star
from the neutron but much more by connecting seemingly isolated
phenomena [113].

Of course, one may opine that the behavior of neutrons under
extreme gravity is as uncertain as the behavior of superfluids
[102,114] or the forms of exotic matter emerging from quantum
chromodynamics [115,116]. However, as outlined here, when it
comes to critical densities, maximum mass, maximum magnetic
field, and glitches up or down, they all hinge only on the neutron.
When data are limited, as they are from neutron stars, the theory
with less is more.
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